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 [GERMAN] Compatibility: CODEX with the limitation that it needs to be installed in the same folder. The update contains all
single player levels of the original game. No SP-game with additional missions etc. The actual objective is to get all info from
The Objective Data Base and update the Multiplayer Level on your opponent with fake data. Same as Rayman.Net with the
addition of the non-standard structure of the LevelData.txt. It's the same as in Rayman.Net but it is not a change of the game

logic but just of the configuration in the RScode.dll. There is no need to patch any logic or character data. As with the
Rayman.Net version. RVT needs to be installed in a folder along with this patch and needs to be in the game directory of the

game. There is no need to patch Rcode.dll. The only difference is, that this patch does not force a check of the authenticity of a
character's attribute against the levels. To do that, you need the patch "character_check_attribute". same as Rayman.Net. The
only change is, that the originally not playable castle levels are playable with this patch. There is no need to patch Rcode.dll.
Only the important functions of Rcode.dll are patched and there are no other changes than the return of the hacked versions.

The character check is just the same as the Rayman.Net version. Known Bugs: This version has no known bugs, the Rayman.Net
version is already perfectly bug-free NOTES: For this patch you need a level editor as this version of Rayman.Net offers only a

level editor like previous versions but not the level editor in the Rayman.Net/Patch. This version is not the same as the
Rayman.Net version. They are completely different. There is no commercial support. The Level Editor is included in the
version with the limitations of the file size (about 3 MB) and compatibility. If you have problems or are uncertain if the

description is true, you should send an e-mail to support [at] intemagick.com. Description: Intemagick develops a multiplayer
level editor. The easiest way to use it is with an internet connection and a f3e1b3768c
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